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The Women Behind the Camera

Feminists and the Ivory Tower

Braingirl

Sundance
Features

40 IF IT'S AUGUST, THIS MUST BE SOUTH AFRICA
Women Make Movies visits every continent not covered in ice to celebrate its thirtieth anniversary. [by Debra Zimmerman]

45 THE WOMEN BEHIND THE CAMERA
Cinematographers at the forefront of independent filmmaking defy limitations on women in the industry. [by Ann Lewinson]

49 STATISTICS How many days a year does a female director work? How many women apply to film school? And other disquieting realities. [compiled by The Independent staff]

50 FEMINIST FILM AND THE IVORY TOWER: MOVING BEYOND THE MALE GAZE AND HOLLYWOOD
The real world and academia split as feminist film theory both expands and contracts under the weight of multi-discipline studies. [by Patricia R. Zimmermann]

54 SELECTED READINGS
Essential texts of feminist media theory and criticism, from Laura Mulvey to Christine Vachon. [by Sharon Lin Tay]

On the Cover: Cinematographer Maryse Alberti, whose films include Crumb, Happiness, and Velvet Goldmine, setting up a shot on the set of The Guys (Mark Stephen Kornbluth).

Photos, this page: Women Make Movies Executive Director Debra Zimmerman (Mark Stephen Kornbluth); Nancy Schreiber (center) on location with director Richard Pearce and 1st AD Cas Donavan on Stand Up Tragedy (Myles Aronowitz); Schreiber matched her black-and-white moving images to stills such as The Falling Soldier in Robert Capa: In Love and War (Robert Capa).

Photos, page 5: Marina Zurkow’s animated Braingirl (Marina Zurkow); Stephen Fielding is the subject of a new Steve James documentary (Magic Lantern); filmmaker Yvonne Welbon (Allison Duke); performer and filmmaker Annie Sprinkle (Annie Sprinkle); Larry Selman and dog Happy are subjects of Alice Elliot's documentary The Collector of Bedford Street (Amanda Trey).
Upfront

7 EDITOR'S LETTER

9 NEWS Carnegie Museum closes film and video department, ending cinema series; Supreme Court upholds copyright extension; new copyright contracts. [by Charlie Sweitzer; Jason Guerrasio]

13 FIRST PERSON Wisdom from early twentieth century feminist film icon on the critical role of women in cinema. [by Alice Guy-Blaché]

15 PROFILE Yvonne Welbon; Annie Sprinkle. [by Cara Mertes; Michaela Grey]

21 FIELD REPORT Iowa [by Kay Frances Scott]

25 DOC DOCTOR Is it possible to adopt a feminine storytelling structure? [by Fernanda Rossi]

27 SITE SEEING The hybrid art of Marina Zurkow. [by Maya Churi]

29 FUNDER FAQ Women in Film Finishing Fund. [by Jason Guerrasio]

33 FESTIVAL CIRCUIT Sundance sleepers. [by Jacque Lynn Schiller]

38 ON VIEW Steve James (Hoop Dreams) turns in a new film odyssey, Stevie, plus other work to watch for. [by Jason Guerrasio]

Departments

55 LEGAL What a producer’s choice of lawyers can tell you about the producer. [by Anne C. Baker]

57 TECH Choosing video compression software for faster delivery; the latest version of Cleaner. [by Greg Gilpatrick]

80 THE LIST Inspiring films by women filmmakers. [by Jason Guerrasio]
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79 SALONS
Exhibitionists

New Oscar Rules for Docs

Sundance Online Festival

Curator Astria Suparak

Arthouses
Features

40 IT'S AN HONOR JUST TO BE NOMINATING
The Academy’s new documentary branch struggles to serve both the Oscars and filmmakers.
[by Maud Kersnowski]

44 UNLOCKING THE SECRETS
OF THE SCREENING COMMITTEE
Know how to approach a festival and advance your film from the screening room to the festival screen.
[by Aaron Krach]

47 SPECIALTY OF THE ARTHOUSE
Distributors look at the changing arthouse landscape as indie film venues consolidate or else explore new niches.
[by Ray Pride]

Photos: Barnacle geese from Jacques Perrin’s Winged Migration (Mathieu Simonet/Sony Pictures Classics); (from left) Gail Zappa, Charles Amirkhanian, Susan Rubio, and Bernard Francis Kyle enjoy San Francisco’s Eyes & Ears: The Other Minds Film Festival (Lisa Petrie); Lea Kurka as Regina and Sidede Onyulo as Owuor in Caroline Link’s Nowhere Africa (Zeitgeist Films).

Page 5 photos: John Lee (Sab Shimono) and his digitized wife Helen (Eisa Davis), from the “Clay” segment of the feature film Robot Stories (Wesley Law); mobile curator Astra Suparak at home in Brooklyn (Mark Stephen Kornbluth); Brenda Lee and Elvis Presley, from Beth Harrington’s documentary Welcome to the Club—The Women of Rockabilly (Brenda Lee); the Chiefs star player Beaver C’Bearing (Mark Junge/ITVS); Angelika Theater marquee (J. Allen Hansley).

On the cover: Almost fifteen years after Roger & Me was passed over for an Oscar nomination, Michael Moore receives a nomination and membership in the Academy’s new documentary branch as Bowling for Columbine breaks nonfiction film box office records (United Artists).
Upfront

7 EDITOR'S LETTER

9 NEWS Guerrilla Girls fight film industry sexism; SAG/AFTRA union in the offing; Fat Girl beats Canadian censorship rap. [by Charlie Sweitzer]

13 FIRST PERSON Arthouse theaters mount noble fight against marauding multiplexes. [by Philip Hartman]

15 PROFILES Astria Suparak; Beth Harrington. [by Matt Wolf; Charlie Sweitzer]

19 FIELD REPORT San Francisco Bay Area theaters [by Caitlin Roper]

25 DOC DOCTOR When and how to share unfinished work. [by Fernanda Rossi]

27 SITE SEEING Sundance Online Film Festival [by Maya Churi]

29 DISTRIBUTOR FAQ Film Movement [by Jason Guerrasio]

32 FESTIVAL CIRCUIT Park City's other dances; FCC forum mulls media consolidation laws [by Susan Diane Freels; Charlie Sweitzer]

38 ON VIEW Makers of Five Feet High and Rising return with a feature sequel Raising Victor Vargas; plus other work to watch for. [by Jason Guerrasio]

Departments

51 POLICY When new technology meets old-school industry. [by Ernesto Martinez]

55 BOOKS Building your tech library. [by Greg Gilpatrick]

58 TECHNOLOGY Hard disk recorders: boon or bust? [by Robert M. Goodman]

90 THE LIST Memorable moviehouses. [by Jason Guerrasio]
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75 AIVF NEWS AND EVENTS

79 SALONS
Public TV and Independents

P.O.V.’s ‘Love and Diane’
Public Access Evolves
PBS Tech Specs

PLUS:
Field Report: Puerto Rico EuroFests
Features

40 INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS AND PBS
The long struggle for funding and airtime.
[by Jana Germano]

44 VIEWS FROM THE HILL
Profiles of key members of Congress and where they stand on public television funding.
[by Charlie Sweitzer]

46 GETTING UP TO SPEC FOR PBS
High technical standards can be daunting, but can be achieved with a little help and the right materials.
[by Greg Gilpatrick]

49 SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST
Public access centers tighten belts and strategize to stay alive.
[by Claiborne Smith]

Photos: Denese Becker traces her Guatemalan roots in Patricia Flynn’s Discovering Dominga (P.O.V.); local politics is the field of discussion on CAN TV’s The Jack Ryan Show (CAN TV); Rep. John Dingell (D-MI) greets the Cookie Monster (Dingell).

Page 5 photos: Jean-Claude Brisseau’s Choses Secrètes (IFFR); cancer rates among residents of Vieques, Puerto Rico, is the focus of filmmaker Frances Negron-Muntaner (David Gonzalez); documentary filmmaker Jennifer Dworkin (Joshua Kessler); Charlie Carillo in Latino Public Broadcasting’s Visiones; Hoskie Benally, of Jilann Spitzmiller and Hank Roger’s Circle of Stories, in Shiprock, New Mexico (Jilann Spitzmiller).

On the Cover: Public television icon Bill Moyers is an active supporter of independents through his program, NOW With Bill Moyers. He is also a vocal advocate of independent filmmakers across the spectrum of public television (Jenifer Huegel/NOW with Bill Moyers).
Upfront

7 EDITOR'S LETTER

9 NEWS Stan Brakhage remembered; CPB faces budget cuts; court mulls new cable internet laws. [by Charlie Sweitzer]

13 FIRST PERSON Public television's double bind: producer apathy and political attacks. [by Cara Mertes]

17 PROFILES Jennifer Dworkin; Steve Mendelsohn. [by Matt Wolf; Mark J. Huisman]

23 FIELD REPORT Puerto Rico. [by Elisha Maria Miranda]

27 SITE SEEING ITVS goes online with Electric Shadows. [by Maya Churi]

29 DOC DOCTOR When to factor the target audience into your film project. [by Fernanda Rossi]

31 FUNDER FAQ Latino Public Broadcasting. [by Jason Guerrasio]

34 FESTIVAL CIRCUIT International Film Festival Rotterdam and the Berlin Film Festival. [by Mark Rabinowitz]

38 ON VIEW A.J. Schnack tracks the rise of eclectic rock group They Might Be Giants in Gigantic; plus other work to watch for. [by Jason Guerrasio]

Departments

54 LEGAL Music licenses for public television. [by Robert L. Seigel]

56 TECHNOLOGY Audio editing tips for Final Cut Pro. [by Bryant Falk]

80 THE LIST PBS moments remembered. [by Jason Guerrasio]
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the Independent
FILM & VIDEO MONTHLY

SURVIVAL SKILLS
FOR INDEPENDENTS

THE Indie Life

Time Management
Filmmaking Mommies
Making Ends Meet

PLUS:
Guy Maddin
SXSW
Gadgets

$4.95 US  $6.95 CAN
Features

40 LIVING THE INDIE LIFE
To make ends meet, independent filmmakers do everything from teaching to juggling.
[by Andrea Meyer]

45 TIME MANAGEMENT
FOR THE INDEPENDENT FILMMAKER
Tips on balancing work, life, and films.
[by Susan Sexton]

48 WRITING WITH BABY
Keeping a career on track while raising a baby takes patience and a strong resolve.
[by Katie Cokinos]

Photos: Filmmaker Charlene Gilbert’s grandfather, Fred H. Mathis, Sr., displays farm goods at a county fair, part of Gilbert’s documentary Homecoming (Gilbert family); busy indies can be dogged by time and dizzying responsibilities (anonymous); Katie Cokinos and daughter Lula collaborate on Katie’s latest screenplay (Katie Cokinos).

Page 5 photos: Guy Maddin preparing the set for Dracula: Pages From a Virgin’s Diary (Bruce Monk); Doug Houghton and Oscar Williams, subjects of Johnny Symmon’s Daddy & Papa (Doug Houghton); Emmy Rossum as Vicky Amonte and Sofia Milos as Celia Amonte in Dan Ireland’s Passionada (Samuel Goldwyn Films/Fireworks); Tara Neal takes on the system in Diane Zander’s Girl Wrestler (Diane Zander); Julia Frey and Pete Bosnak from Maya Chur’s Letters From Homeroom (Erika Latta).

On the Cover: Suki Hawley and Michael Galinski, creators of Horns and Halos, are serious about filmmaking and family life.
Upfront

7 EDITOR'S LETTER

9 NEWS EGG wins Peabody, moves to Trio; arts groups explore feasibility of media centers; new Kodak film stock. [by Charlie Sweitzer; Maud Kersnowski]

13 FIRST PERSON Duty to country: finding balance in unbalanced times. [by Robb Moss]

15 PROFILES Guy Maddin; Gail Silva. [by Charlie Sweitzer; Caitlin Roper]

19 DOC DOCTOR Battling too many decisions and life’s other distractions. [by Fernanda Rossi]

21 SITE SEEING From high school to a gated Texas community. [by Maya Churi]

23 DISTRIBUTOR FAQ. Samuel Goldwyn Films. [by Jason Guerrasio]

27 FIELD REPORT AIVF Salons Spotlight: Tucson, AZ; Edison, NJ; and Los Angeles, CA; plus steps to creating a vibrant AIVF Salon. [by Jana Segal; Lizbeth Finn-Arnold; Michael Masucci; Priscilla Grim]

33 FESTIVAL CIRCUIT South by Southwest; Urban Visionaries Youth Film Festival. [by Jacque Lynn Schiller; Jeremy Robins]

38 ON VIEW Johnny Symons examines the growing population of gay men becoming parents; plus other work to watch for. [by Jason Guerrasio]

Departments

51 BOOKS Staying creative: a talk with Julia Cameron. [by Maud Kersnowski]

52 LEGAL Benefits and limitations of non-disclosure and non-circumvention agreements. [by Robert L. Seigel]

54 TECHNOLOGY Great gadgets and techno-tools. [by Greg Gilpatrick]

80 THE LIST Get-to-work getaways. [by Jason Guerrasio]
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EXPERIMENT!

EXBERIWEEN!

$4.95 US  $6.95 CAN
Features

40 COUNTER-CURRENTS AND THE JOY QUOTIENT
Filmmaker Cauleen Smith explores the definition of experimental media today, with makers, teachers, and commentators.
[by Cauleen Smith]

45 THE LABYRINTH PROJECT
Interactive narrative takes wing through collaborations that span time and electrons.
[by Holly Willis]

49 THE VIEW FROM THE WHITNEY
Film and video curator Chrissy Iles discusses trends in experimental film, video, and beyond.
[by Ann Lewinson]

Photos, this page: Matt McCormick’s Sincerely, Joe P. Bear (Peripheral Produce); Tracing the Decay of Fiction: Encounters with a Film, a collaboration by Pat O’Neill (Labyrinth Project); Craigie Horsfield’s The El Hierro Conversation (Documental 1).

Page 5 photos: Still from Shirin Neshat’s Tooba (Larry Barns, courtesy of Barbara Gladstone); Quatro Noza DP Derek Cianfrance (left) and director Joey Curtis (Fountainhead); Jessica Irish’s website, Inflat-o-scape (Jessica Irish); Jonathan Demme, documentary maker and panelist at Full Frame Documentary Film Festival (Full Frame); Mark “Gator” Rogowski, subject of Helen Stickler’s Stoked (Palm Pictures).

On the Cover: Image from Carrol Parrot Blue’s collaborative project The Dawn at My Back: A Memoir of a Black Texas Upbringing, 1900-2000, an interactive CD-ROM based on a book by Blue which creates a patchwork of stories and landscapes exploring the layers of personal and cultural history that mirror the author’s experience while expanding the viewer’s (Dan Rhone, illustrated by Suzy Flood).
Upfront

7 EDITOR'S LETTER

9 NEWS FCC rolls back media ownership laws; Linda Mabalot dies. [by Charlie Sweitzer; Leslie Ito, Eddie Wong, and Angel Velasco Shaw]

13 FIRST PERSON Experimental makers explore new meaning in multiple-screen projects. [by Melanie Crean]

15 PROFILES Joey Curtis; Shirin Neshat. [by Shari Frilot; Charlie Sweitzer]

21 DOC DOCTOR Solutions to approaching abstract concepts; handling gaps in storylines. [by Fernanda Rossi]

23 SITE SEEING Exploring the inflated imagery of Jessica Irish. [by Maya Churi]

25 DISTRIBUTOR FAQ Facets Multi-Media. [by Jason Guerrasio]

28 FIELD REPORT Indianapolis, Indiana. [by David Clay]

31 FESTIVAL CIRCUIT Full Frame Documentary Film Festival; National Association of Broadcasters convention. [by Cara Mertes; Carl Mrozek]

38 ON VIEW Helen Stickler tracks the rise and fall of skateboarding icon Mark "Gator" Rogowski; plus other work to watch for. [by Jason Guerrasio]

Departments

53 BOOKS The Magic Hour: Film at Fin de Siecle, by J. Hoberman; Cinema 16, by Scott MacDonald; Essential Brakhage. [by Brian L. Frye]

57 TECHNOLOGY Desktop special effects for the budget-challenged filmmaker. [by Greg Gilpatrick]

80 THE LIST Experimental-media moments. [by Charlie Sweitzer]
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How to Market Your Film

"American Splendor"
A Killer Press Kit
Human Rights Watch Fest
Friedmans Online
Features

40 THE STRANGE AND WONDERFUL WORLD OF “AMERICAN SPLENDOR”
Documentary meets biopic meets comic book in this “phantasmagorical” Sundance winner.
[by Andrea Meyer]

44 PUBLICITY FROM DAY ONE: GETTING YOUR FILM NOTICED AT FESTIVALS
IDP’s vice president of marketing reveals powerful publicity strategies.
[by R.J. Millard]

48 BUILDING A KILLER PRESS KIT
Create a professional press kit with this page-by-page guide.
[by Phil Hall]

50 GETTING COVERAGE
How to get the press to write about your film.
[by Maud Kersnowski]

Photos: Hope Davis and Paul Giamatti in American Splendor (John Clifford/HBO/Fine Line Features); the old-fashioned way to get the word out; previous covers of The Independent.

Page 5 photos: The cast and crew of Little Rock’s Destructo Video Company (Melvin Clifford); Ditsi Carolina’s Life on the Tracks (Human Rights Watch International Film Festival); Kent Lambert’s Security Anthem (Thaw Film Festival); Chris Wilcha’s The Social History of the Mosh Pit (Chris Wilcha); Arnold and Jesse Friedman in Capturing the Friedmans (George Argerolos/Magnolia Pictures).

On the Cover: Hope Davis as Joyce Brabner in American Splendor (John Clifford/HBO/Fine Line Features).
Upfront

7 EDITOR’S LETTER

9 NEWS P.O.V. gets seventh Emmy nomination; Filmmaker Anne Belle dies; Louisiana’s new state and public funded production company. [by Claiborne Smith; Catherine Tambini; Melinda Rice]

13 LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

15 PROFILES Chris Wilcha; Catherine Hardwicke. [by Charlie Sweitzer; Jason Guerrasio]

23 FIELD REPORT Little Rock, Arkansas. [by Kay Frances Scott]

27 SITE SEEING The Friedmans are captured online. [by Maya Churi]

29 DOC DOCTOR Developing a marketing plan; stepping in as your own publicist. [by Fernanda Rossi]

31 FUNDER FAQ GreeneStreet Films. [by Jason Guerrasio]

34 FESTIVAL CIRCUIT Iowa City’s Thaw Film Festival; Human Rights Watch International Film Festival. [by Kathryn Ramey; Sandy Spencer]

Departments

53 ON VIEW Robb Moss finds old friends in new lives; plus other work to watch for. [by Jason Guerrasio]

55 TECHNOLOGY Direct to Disk Recorders. [by Greg Gilpatrick]

57 BOOKS The Emperor and the Wolf: The Lives and Films of Akira Kurosawa and Toshiro Mifune, by Stuart Galbraith IV. [by Charlie Sweitzer]

80 THE LIST Marketing that works. [by Sean Fitzell]
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79 SALONS
Documentaries and Activism

“What I Want My Words to Do to You”
Third World Newsreel
Weather Underground
Features

36 WHAT I WANT MY WORDS TO DO TO YOU
Voices of women in maximum security prison.
[by Maud Kersnowski]

39 CREATING AWARENESS: THE DIFFICULT BUT REWARDING WORK BEHIND HUMAN RIGHTS DOCUMENTARIES
Activists overcome major hurdles to make politically effective films.
[by Ann Lewinson]

44 THIRD WORLD NEWSREEL'S SECOND ACT
Carrying the torch after 35 years.
[by Claiborne Smith]

Photos: Cathy Boudin, Betty Harris, and Cynthia Berry at a writing workshop at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility in New York (courtesy of What I Want My Words to Do to You); two young boys in Baghdad displayed as part of the Baghdad Snapshot Action project (www.national philistine.com/baghdad); staff of Third World Newsreel (Mark Stephen Kornbluth).

Page 5 photos: Lazaro Ramos and Marcelia Cartaxo in Karlín Arruza's Madam Sata (Wellspring Media), Sohail Dahdal filming young refugee for the web project "Long Journey Young Lives" (Goldie Dahdal New Media); Leon Singer as Clemente (left) and Jeremy Ray Valdez as Lalo (right) in Foto Novelas 2 (Joanna Zamarron/ITVS); Shelly Silver's Suicide at the New York Video Festival (Cord Dueppe).

On the cover: Activist, playwright and performer Eve Ensler (Jeff Vespa of Wire Image.)
Upfront

8 EDITOR'S LETTER

9 NEWS DVD distributors slapped with a fee; MoMA displays new third world cinema; women's fund restores Harlan County U.S.A. [by Greg Gilpatrick; Claiborne Smith]

13 PROFILE Sam Green and Bill Siegel. [by David Alm]

17 DOC DOCTOR Choosing genre before drama; deciding who gets the credits? [by Fernanda Rossi]

19 FIELD REPORT Washington, DC. [by Jeannette Catsoulis]

23 FUNDER FAQ Wellspring Media. [by Jason Guerrasio]

27 SITE SEEING "Long Journey Young Lives" and the art of web-documentary. [by Carmin Karasic]

29 FESTIVAL CIRCUIT The Animation Show; The New York Video Festival. [by Charlie Sweitzer; Claiborne Smith]

34 ON VIEW José Padilha's Bus 174 captures Brazil's famous hijacking; plus other work to watch for. [by Jason Guerrasio]

Departments

48 TECHNOLOGY Final Cut Pro 4: more hype than help? [by Greg Gilpatrick]

72 THE LIST Recreating a film on DVD. [by Claiborne Smith]
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Features

36 MONEY MATTERS
The blood, sweat, and deals behind producing films—from single picture to major studio.
[by John Schmidt]

40 COURTING CASH
Independent filmmakers divulge the crafty methods they use to pay the bills.
[by Charlie Sweitzer]

45 PLAYING NICHE
A guide to film funders that cater to specific interest and minority groups.
[by Sean Fitzell]

Photos: DMX and director Ernest Dickerson on the set of Never Die Alone (Dale Robinette/ContentFilm); the furry lead of A Dog's Life: A Dogumentary (Gayle Kirschenbaum); (left) Shaolin monk, Ulysses, and (right) Shaolin monk, Shi Xing Hong, perform kung fu at NASA in Houston, Texas (Martha Burr/ITVS).

Page 5 photos: Joshua Long Gone (left) and Horizontal John from the documentary Long Gone (David Eberhardt); Flaubert Dreams of Travel but the Illness of his Mother Prevents It, 1986, The Wooster Group & Ken Kobland (Electronic Arts Intermix, New York); court room in family court, Providence RI, from Picture Projects’ 360degrees.org (Pictures Projects 2001); Megan in Liz Garbus’ girlhood (Tony Hardman/Moxee Firecracker Films).

On the Cover: The Hebrew Hammer stars Adam Goldberg and Judy Greer strike a pose (Rick Giles).
Upfront

8 EDITOR'S LETTER

9 NEWS ITVS's diversity initiative; indieWIRE expands coverage; youth at MediaRights.org. [by Alyssa Worsham]

13 FIRST PERSON Finding funding for mediamakers of color. [by Michele Stephenson]

16 PROFILES Long Gone's railriding directors; Alyce Myatt edits OneWorld TV. [by Sean Fitzell; David Alm]

21 SITE SEEING Alison Cornyn's Picture Projects. [by Maya Churi]

23 FUNDER FAQ The Standby Program. [by Jason Guerrasio]

26 DOC DOCTOR How not to go broke—with creativity and patience; post-production begins before the cutting room. [by Fernanda Rossi]

29 BOOKS The Art of Funding Your Film and Shaking the Money Tree, second edition. [by Bo Mehrad]

31 FESTIVAL CIRCUIT The Rhode Island International Film Festival. [by Jason Guerrasio]

33 ON VIEW Liz Garbus' girlhood follows young women through the juvenile justice system; plus other work to watch for. [by Jason Guerrasio]

Departments

48 LEGAL Product placement. [by Innes Smolansky]

50 POLICY Who owns media culture? [by Ernesto S. Martinez]

72 THE LIST Shooting in states that offer specific tax (and other) incentives. [by Melinda Rice]
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Telling Stories

Developing an Idea
Editors on Shaping Film
Waxing Improv

Film editor Sam Pollard
Features

36  THE NUANCES OF FILM EDITING
Three established film editors (Melody London, Sam Pollard, and Kate Evans) discuss the process of shaping a story after the wrap.

[by Charles Sweitzer]

40  WAXING IMPROVISATIONAL
How directors use improvisation to craft a story.

[by Jason Guerrasio]

44  FROM IDEA TO STORY
One award-winning filmmaker explains how to “discover” an original story—an excerpt from her book, Documentary Storytelling for Film and Videomakers.

[by Sheila Curran Bernard]


Upfront

7 EDITOR’S LETTER

9 NEWS Shooting People arrives in New York; Will FCC open the airwaves? NYU educates aspiring media archivists; Cowboy Pictures closes up shop.
   [by Alyssa Worsham; James Israel]

17 FIRST PERSON One screenwriter’s journey to Hollywood and back.
   [by Paul Tullis]

19 PROFILE The Station Agent’s director, Tom McCarthy.
   [by Melinda Rice]

21 DOC DOCTOR How to make the truth entertaining; creating flow between scenes.
   [by Fernanda Rossi]

23 FIELD REPORT Miami, Florida: hot pink minis meet cool docs and indies.
   [by Juan Carlos Rodriguez]

27 FUNDER FAQ The Sundance Institute Documentary Program.
   [by Jason Guerrasio]

31 FESTIVAL CIRCUIT The IFP Market’s silver anniversary.
   [by James Israel]

34 ON VIEW Amos Poe’s documentary about singer Steve Earle; the first Jewexploitation film, The Hebrew Hammer; plus other work to watch for.
   [by Jason Guerrasio]

Departments

47 LEGAL The writer-director dilemma.
   [by Robert L. Seigel]

50 TECHNOLOGY After Effects 6.0: Adobe confronts the competition.
   [by Greg Gilpatrick]

72 THE LIST A filmmakers’ holiday wish list.
   [by Jessica McDowell]
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Technology

Shooting Up with 16mm
Digital Intermediates
Tricks of the DP Trade
The 48-Hour Film Project
Upfront

7 EDITOR'S LETTER

9 LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

11 NEWS Rhode Island's filmmaker-friendly Revival House; the “Bush in 30 Seconds” ad contest; The Film Festival Channel.
   [by Alyssa Worsham]

15 FIRST PERSON Looking beyond standard social interest funding plans.
   [by Alyce Myatt]

17 PROFILE Marc Johnson's Colorvision series showcases multicultural films and directors.
   [by Christine Schomer]

21 PROFILE Sam Chen's Eternal Gaze animates sculptor Alberto Giacometti.
   [by Neil Kendricks]

25 FIELD REPORT Detroit, Michigan slowly becomes fertile ground for indie filmmakers.
   [by Matthew Miller]

29 FUNDER FAQ The Paul Robeson Fund.
   [by Jason Guerrasio]

33 DOC DOCTOR When to fly solo and when to enlist help; thoughts on the “digital revolution.”
   [by Fernanda Rossi]

35 ON VIEW Gypsy 83’s obsession with Stevie Nicks; plus other work to watch for.
   [by Jason Guerrasio]

39 SITE SEEING Locus Novus’s unconventional tales.
   [by Leslie Harpold]

42 FESTIVAL CIRCUIT New Hampshire’s S.N.O.B. Fest throws open its doors.
   [by Rebecca Rule]

Departments

56 POLICY The FCC Showdown.
   [by Matt Dunne]

58 TECHNOLOGY Aaton’s Cantar & A-Minima.
   [by Greg Gilpatrick]

80 THE LIST Some of our favorite shots.
   [by Jessica McDowell]
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Women in Film
Features

33 THE IDFA FORUM
Amsterdam's three-day pitch-fest can make or break a film and its maker.
[by Christine Schomer]

36 THE "F" FACTOR
Female filmmakers discuss how gender has impacted their careers—or not.
[by Erin Torneo]

40 THE GIRL TEAM
All-women production teams are changing the industry—one little film at a time.
[by Elizabeth Angell]

44 MY DOC MY LIFE
Four docmakers explain the struggle to remain loyal to their subjects, and themselves.
[by Nancy Schwartzman]

Photos: The three day pitching session in Amsterdam known as the IDFA (courtesy of Fleur Knopperts at IDFA); behind the lens: filmmaker Tanya Steele (Seith Mann); Farah Jasmine Griffin in Aishah Shahidah Simmons’ NO!

Page 5 photos: Meg and Jack White in Jim Jarmusch’s Coffee and Cigarettes, produced by Deutsch/Open City Films; protestors in the documentary Farmingville which premiered at Sundance this year (Catherine Tambini & Carlos Sandoval); Macon Blair in Crabwalk, which won the Grand Jury Sparky Award for Best Short Narrative at Slamdance 2004 (Lab of Madness); Ingrid Betancourt’s mother, Yolanda Pulecio, and husband, Juan Carlos Lecompte, hold a cardboard image of the kidnapped presidential candidate in The Kidnapping of Ingrid Betancourt (courtesy of HBO).
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